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Session summary

Details per lap

Good session in terms of times and
connection. No issues and strong
times from everyone.

L1-T1

Lando hits WTZFLEX. Spins, no damage.
Spoken about and a warning given. Guest
driver Admiral Beni crashing into Lando,
causing carnage with Stryher. Beni will
drive in 2nd division to learn the game.

L1-T6

GA LegendZz went in to hard. A warning
for this. We also ask you to be more
aware of the mini-map and other drivers
during Q and Race.

Stryher ruined the hotlap of
Escaapo. This driver will get a
warning for this. Very important to
check your surroundings. Also the
case for GA LegendZz.
Cringy could not keep his super
fast pole lap when the lights went
out. Denjef with a strong start and
calm and steady first laps.
The first and second corner are
hard corners for two cars at once.
We can see it on many clips. It’s all
clean, but some wheel banging was
unavoidable.
Congratulations to DenJef for the
win. Great job.

L4-T11
VSC
L14-T14
SC

Admiral Beni spins and caused a VSC.

L18-16

Samuel spins by Timmy. This is a guest
driver and can not be punished. Future
guest races will be reviewed. He also
caused a 2 seconds time penalty during
SC.

L24-T8

Close battle. Lexidas got damage on
Huub. Hard to put the blame on someone.
In the clip of Lexidas it looks Huub is next
to him. Lexidas hits him. In the clip of
Iepovich we can see Huub is a bit too
much to the left side. Race incident.

L24-T14

Before this turn Stef switches 2 times.
From left to right, and back to the left
again. Berry responds in a hard overtake.
Both actions not gold medal worthy. We
do notice Berry not being to most patient
driver on the grid and want to ask him to
try to wait more for certain overtakes.
Sometimes it’s a bit to aggressive.

Deauj, also great job with the driver
of the award. We agree on the
games decision.
Zandvoort is next. Hard to
overtake on this track. Superfast
and enjoyable for the most of us.
We can’t wait to battle there.
If you have any question about this
report or other matters please let
us know!

Admiral Beni causing a SC. His brake
pedal failed was his explanation.

Details per driver / team *Note: not everyone will be mentioned.
DenJef and Deauj
There was a argument between the two drivers about the space given. It is
normal to get as close as possible in the last corner just before the speed
goes up. It is not needed before that. The behaviour of Deauj on the long
straight (way long before race start) is very annoying for others. Also it can
cause wing damage and time penalties if drivers hit. This will be added in the
guide as a rule. Penalty is a license point in future races if the rule is broken.
WTZFLEX, Iepovich, Lexidas and Huub.
Very cool session after the SC. Great battles and fair driving. Close call at the
last corner!
Lexidas and Jakes
During the SC Lexidas got instructions to stay behind Timo. Jakes past
Lexidas and immediately after that he got instructions to stay behind Jakes.
After investigation Jakes wasn’t aware of Lexidas presence and also wasn’t
aware of the hit that made Lexidas spin. Most likely It was a connection
issue.
Cringyy, Timo, DenJef and Deauj
Cringyy got 5 seconds penalty caused by Timo. Timo admitted it was his
fault. The guide says penalties given by the game will not be corrected. We
want to give this a rule a twist. The points missed by Cringyy will be paid by
Timo. This will be visible in a extra column on the leaderboard. The end
result of the race will not be affected this way. It will also create more
awareness during SC. This rule is active at once and will be used as
mentioned in this particular case.
Fourie
Yesterday we got the news that Fourie is infected with Covid. Yesterday he
almost joined our race because it was going okay. He was on the better
hand. Today we got the news that he was taken to the hospital and is being
treated with extra care. As we can see this virus is unpredictable. We want
to wish him all the best and a quick recovery.

Stay healthy!

FASTEST LAP
JAKESJ80

Don’t agree with something? Please let us know!

